FLP: 20 Orchee Syed v 7 Jimena Marquez
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Novice Lincoln-Douglas

Octo-Finals

Jireha Marquez
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The winner of this debate was

(Novice Lincoln-Douglas)

(circle winner)

Is this a low point win?

A7

Judge's Signature

Earlills Consultant

Orchee Syed

Sireesha Puranam (1)

Comments & Reason for Decision:

- Good presentation & delivery.
- Arguments were strong and well-structured.
- Good rebuttal of opponent's points.

- You did a good job of staying on track and handling difficult questions.
- Your arguments were clear and well-supported.
- You continue strong in childcare and economics.
Both had some great attributes. NEG is a great speaker & has some good points. NEGATIVE was clearly better with organization & articulation of her arguments as well as citing credible sources and cross-examination.

Both had some great attributes. AFF is a great speaker & has some good points. NEGATIVE was clearly better with organization & articulation of her arguments as well as citing credible sources and cross-examination.

Comments & Reason for Decision:

AFF (20-30)

NEG (26)

The winner of this debate was
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Alicia Hall
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Points
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Is this a low point win? NO
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SWSDT 2018
Evidence von.

(substitute 3T or 20% in position)

of inductance for T2A and its effects on the application.

This effect can be seen in various applications, including inductance in the circuit's design and its effect on the application.

Affirmative: No

Negative: No

The winner of this debate was

Affirmative: Novice Lincoln-Douglas

Negative: Paul Weede, BFL

FLIP: 13 Riddles Day 3, 15 Grace Vohns